CASPER GO!

The easy airport operations monitoring

Do you want to have access to SWIM or ADS-B data wherever you GO!? And do you
want to monitor flight track performance, compliance, analyze trends over time and
respond to community noise complaints?
If you want to do all of that and more but don’t want a system that is

of this without going through a months-long implementation process.

difficult to learn and manage then Casper GO! is your solution. With our

Casper GO! can be set up and operational in a week requiring no local

fully set up web-based application, Casper gives you the tools to do all

installation.

Key Features
Advanced track analysis options

Integrated with noise complaint module

SWIM or ADS-B data for your airport at
your disposal

Powerful and easy to use analysis
and reporting

Real-time flight data

Safe access from wherever you are

BENEFITS
Intuitive and
easy to use

Set up and ready
to use in one week

Flexible and
configurable

100% cloud
based solution

Modular
system

Casper GO! is designed as the “light” version of Casper Noise. Casper GO! is powered by the FAA’s
accurate and reliable SWIM or ADS-B data feed giving you full access to all flight tracks for your airport.
It contains the same distinct features and benefits as Casper Noise but it is perfectly suited for airports
that have a small staff that can work with a standardized installation and reports. Easy to set up and
perfect for analysis and reporting on your airport’s operations.

Flight Track Analysis
Casper GO! provides a powerful suite of flight track analysis tools that make it easy to monitor compliance with existing flight procedures, participation with voluntary noise abatement measures and to track
trends over time. You can even play historic flight tracks to investigate specific events.

Easy Set Up
Casper GO! is configured and set up in a very short period of time. The system can be operated without
extensive training and is easy to run reports or analyze flight tracks for any user. Through the modular set
up the system can be easily expanded with additional services like (short-term) noise monitoring or a
public flight tracking website.

Complaint Management
Casper GO! offers a complete noise complaint management module that logs all incoming complaints
and greatly streamlines the complaint response and handling process by providing response templates
that make it quick and easy for your staff to respond directly to the community.

Casper is an innovative provider of data analysis tools, transforming air and ground traffic
data into valuable information and sharing this via our web solutions.
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